


We design solutions for easily
transforming any space in record time.

We’re inspirers of your creativity
thanks to our lightweight panels, safe
and easy to install with no building
work needed.

We make new challenges and dreams
tangible because of your ambition to
make the most demanding projects
a reality.
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20 years of experience

The company Panespol was set up in 2002. The
offices and main factory are in Alcoy (Alicante),
Spain.

It has become a regular supplier to designers,
architects and interior designers of top
international chains such as Burger King,
Inditex, Salomon, L’Oréal, Desigual, Harrods
and Ikea, among others.

PIONEERS AND LEADERS
IN DESIGN, DECORATIVE

PANEL MANUFACTURE
AND CREATING EXCLUSIVE

COMMERCIAL SPACES

Panespol supplies international
customers in the contract,retail,
architecture and interior
design sectors.

Cutting edge technology (we have
our own polyurethane patents).

Constant research and development.

Highly personalised attention.

Creative solutions for demanding
projects.

Full, efficient, logistical support.
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Custom Made

What we can do

Imaginative and intelligent decorative
solutions for indoor and outdoor spaces.

A custom-made and reliable service for all
your ideas: any material or combination of

materials, shapes, three-dimensionality, etc.
Also, any finishes that you can imagine that

would add value to your project.

Custom Made
Currently, high-street brands and restaurants
need to transform their commercial spaces,
more and more frequently. They are places
where people go to have a certain type of
experience. So each change is an opportunity
to reflect the personality of the brand.

Therefore making a choice of something
that is “not on the menu” has stopped being
exceptional. Panespol does not only work
on walls. We also work with light volumetric
structures and three-dimensional figures that
are strong and easy to transport, multiplying
the range of creativity possible.
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Surface Collections
It is the collection of solutions already
in the catalogue that we design and
manufacture to easily transform a
space in record time. We call it the
Surface Collections.

For professionals

We have over 300 references in
decorative panels.

Surfaces to decorate the walls with
maximum realism thanks to a wide

variety of textures and finishes.
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Index

Meet the Panespol  Range.

Let yourself be inspired by the most
aesthetic and innovative surface coatings.
Surprise your customers with a unique and
special atmosphere.

BRICKS

10

STONES

16

SLATES

20

TEXTURES

36

BETON

24

TILES

48

WOOD

30

NATURAL

42
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BRICKS
Timeless and dynamic. Versatility is one of
the requirements for every interior decorator
or designer. That is why brick is one of the
most popular choices. Decoration of walls
with brick offers a wide range of possibilities
for creating modern, avant-garde and even
rustic settings.

The PANESPOL BRICKS line suggests a
feeling of warmth and strength that gives
personality to any space thanks to our wide
range of decorative panels with a multitude
of colour treatments, styles and sizes.
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Caravista Ladrillo viejo

Rustic Brick Country Brick

PX-015 BK

PX-027

PX-015PX-015 9016

PX-072

PX-097 PX-120 KFC

PX-100 PX-151

PX-099 PX-145PX-097 9016 PX-130

PX-111 PX-159

PX-022

PX-031

PX-029PX-022 9016

PX-105
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Ladrillo Nuevo Urban Brick English Brick Espiga Long Brick Wall Brick 

PX-023

PX-025 PX-074

PX-023 9016 PX-084

PX-085 PX-116

PX-084 9016 PX-147

PX-148

PX-147 9016 PX-177

PX-179

PX-178 PX-180

PX-182

PX-181 PX-183

PX-185

PX-184
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STONES
Character and warmth. Stone is a material
that does not go out of style, a decorative
covering that attracts all the attention and
plays the leading role in the setting. The
use of stone gives a genuine sign of style in
each project, creating comfortable, elegant
and welcoming spaces.

PANESPOL STONES offers a wide range of
imitation stone panels with varied finishes,
textures and shapes, in which warm and
natural tones predominate and that can
preside over the most inspiring settings.
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Cuenca

Flat Stone

PX-016

PX-036

PX-016 9016

PX-075

PX-190 PX-190 MOSS

Teruel Navarra Galicia

PX-054

PX-080

PX-056 PX-053 PX-066 PX-046

PX-076

PX-047
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SLATES
An assortment of textures. Slates are
an essential part of construction and
decoration.

They can offer a robust and varied texture
that in turn brings elegance and distinction.
The PANESPOL SLATES line recreates
this material with a wide variety of shapes,
colours and textures.
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Pizarra

Laja Fina

PX-006

PX-010

PX-006 9016

PX-011

Soria Pirineos Castilla

PX-018

PX-018 RW

PX-018 9016 PX-082

PX-083

PX-082 9016 PX-087

PX-052

PX-059

PX-058PX-057

PX-065
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BETON
Avant-garde and minimalism. Thanks to
our imitation cement panels it is very easy to
achieve high impact surfaces and 
cuttingedge settings.

PANESPOL BETON faithfully reproduces
different types of cement with varying
degrees of air pockets - characteristic
blemishes of concrete walls or formwork
produced using a wooden board. What
really attracts the attention to this material
is its ability to create continuous surfaces
that unify settings, to find that loft style so
sought after by many decorators. This type
of panel is also available with aged effects.
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Bloque HormigónSmooth Beton Elba

TX-036TX-018 TX-050 9016 PX-125 9016PX-125 7030

TablasRough Beton

TX-019 TX-037 TX-035TX-022
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Tiffany Beton IndustrialEncofrado Cortina

TX-039 PX-141 7030 PX-141 9003 PX-143 7030 TX-048 7047 7.5cmPX-143 9003 TX-048 7047 30cm

QuebradoMedio

TX-038 TX-047
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WOOD
Warmth and comfort. Sculpting the
characteristics of wood is not a simple task.

The PANESPOL WOOD decorative line
offers the touch of warmth that connects us
with our most ancestral natural essence. It
also has the advantages of being insulating,
lightweight, strong and easy to install.
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TroncosMadera Encofrada

PX-133 PX-068

AragónTabla

PX-049 PX-081 PX-081 9016



PX-090 PX-102

3534 WOOD WOOD

Palm WoodArizona

P-186

BambúNebraska

PX-089 PX-103 P-172
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TEXTURES
Creativity in its purest form. PANESPOL
TEXTURES is the range tailored for those
designers who want to explore new paths:
textures inspired by wild nature, classic
designs or rhythmic geometries.

Without a doubt, an inspiration for design
lovers and for anyone who dares tackle any
challenge with the help of PANESPOL. This
range is ideal for those who want to carry
out those stimulating projects that have so
often been described as “impossible”. 



T-041 9005

T-041 9016 T-041 ORO

3938 TEXTURES TEXTURES

Proyectado Iron Rods

Termoarcilla

Capitoné

PX-124 NVJ

PX-124 9016

PX-134 7030 TX-049PX-134 9016

T-041 3002
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Kioto Etna

Fuji Sinkiang

T-001 9005

T-001 ORO

T-001 9016 T-010

TX-010 ORO

TX-010 9016

T-009

T-009 9016

T-034 9016

T-034 PLATA

T-034 ORO
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NATURAL
A luxury for the senses. PANESPOL
NATURAL enables you to literally introduce
nature into the design of any contemporary
setting, surprisingly in a fast and easy
way. NATURAL MOSS is real moss from
the forests of Northern Europe; NATURAL
STONES are thin self-adhesive sheets of
natural stone; NATURAL WOOD is MDF
boards veneered with authentic oak wood.
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NATURAL

NM-601 NM-603 NM-605 NM-701

NM-500NM-401NM-301NM-201NM-000

NM-602 NM-604 NM-700 NM-900

NM-402NM-400NM-300NM-200

NM-501 NM-600

Moss
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NATURAL

NW-201NS-400 NW-301NS-700 NW-301R

NW-101NS-200 NW-101RNW-001NS-100

NW-201RNS-500

NW-001RNS-170

WoodStones
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TILES
Beauty in simplicity. Tiles have broken
all the rules as far as interior design is
concerned. Demand for them has increased
for several seasons thanks to their versatility
in adapting to any space and decorative
style. They can provide luminosity,
cleanliness, reflection and tradition to any
setting.

In short, the PANESPOL TILES decorative
panels gives the most restless decorator the
ability to create unique spaces from light,
strong panels, easy to install and without
any brick-laying complications.
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Metro

PX-149 9003PX-149 3002 PX-149 9005PX-149 5002

Rustic Tiles Classic Tiles Square Tiles

PX-160 MR PX-160 VRD PX-176 9003 PX-176 9005PX-150 9010






